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In the basement, through the appliances and past the veil that separates realities, lies a rainbow-hued world
where a group of kids have found retreat from their suburban mundanity with a coterie of iridescent creatures.
But in the fraught realm of adolescence, can friendship survive the appeal of the surreal?Jesse Jacobs was

born in Moncton, NB, and now draws comics and things from his home in Hamilton, ON. In 2009, his books
Small Victories and Blue Winter were short listed at the Doug Wright Awards for Canadian Cartooning. He
received the Gene Day Award for Canadian Comic Book Self-Publisher of 2008. Even the Giants (AdHouse,
2011) marked his major publishing debut after several award-winning, self-published titles, and his work has

appeared in the acclaimed Latvian comics anthology s!, as well as the 2012 edition The Best American
Comics edited by Francoise Mouly and published Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.

Common Issues with Crawl Spaces. Sometimes it is located outdoors along the perimeter wall of the crawl
space. Crawl space insulation as a part of overall home air sealing and insulation helps maintain your entire

homes energy efficiency.
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The result is a dry space with a durable vapor barrier stronger than any other product on the market. At
AquaGuard Foundation. Insulation in your basement crawl space can make your whole house more efficient.
A crawl space is essentially a hollow area under the floors of some homes between the ground and the first

floor. a shallow unfinished space beneath the first floor or under the roof of a building especially for access to
plumbing or wiring. Official CrawlSpaceRepair.com Store. The crawlspace that dank dark space under your
home that is generally too low to stand up in but offers access to pipes is not a part of the house that most
people think a lot about. But the crawlspace is where your home can develop major moisture problems that

can lead. The crawl space stays encapsulated which means the outside world has no impact on it. By
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addressing the lingering moisture and mold issues that commonly affect untreated crawl spaces homeowners
can take an active measure towards creating a healthier whole home environment. Directed by Scott Winant.
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